
Fake news detection
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This social project aims to build an AI-enabled system
capable to identify and analyze destructive disinformation
and propaganda, filling the Ukrainian media space. 



Facilitates poor decisions, discourages civic
engagement, dampens grassroots demand
for transparent and and accountable
governmet. 

Upendes democratic progress

Loss of confidence in politics, and reduces
prospects for economic growth.

Undermines political stability

Disinformation aims to
The problem/02
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Loading the representative sample dataset
of the whole feed from a number of most
popular social media. The dataset includes
posts, user data, channel, hashtags, media,
etc.  

Step 1

The dataset is processed with the NLP tools,
including language detection, sentiment
analysis, lemmatization, text summarization.
The processed data is clustered to identify
the most distinct narratives and represent
them by keywords. 

Step 2

The analytic dashboard, equipped with
various NLP instruments was created for
further scrapping and analyzing the feed from
social networks by keywords. 

Step 3
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/04 Project
outcomes

Performed historical trend
analysis of the most popular
media in Ukraine and Eastern
Europe 

Identified organized
disinformation networks by
analyzing the connections
between users, publications,
and narratives 

Created a dashboard that
enables powerful social media
data collection and analytic
capabilities for non-technical
stakeholders.  

 Identified key influencers and
opinion leaders in multiple
topics.
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1.Working with social medias in Ukrainian
and Russian languages that complicated
the processes of coding and programming

2. Lack of data bases with genuine fakes
and impartial understanding of what does
the fake mean

NLTK
Polyglot

scikit-learn
spark
React

AutoML

Twitter API
Tweepy
TGStat

Telegram API
Google Cloud Platform

(GCP)

  Tools
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Extending the coverage to the whole of
Europe and other heavily targeted by
propaganda regions. 

Wider geographical
boundaries

Collection of the largest in Ukraine
database of fake news and development
of the automated system for their
detection. 

Improved AI-based fake
news detector

New goals
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